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Managing people is becoming increasingly complex: providing orientation, 

delegating tasks and coaching your people are just a few of the tasks and 

challenges managers face today. Our work environment today calls for higher 

autonomy, flexibility and an ongoing need for personal development. 

LEADERS AS COACHES

Coaching for higher performance and confidence

Coaching enables managers and their employees to find solutions to challenges, 

and is increasingly recognised as an effective tool for sustainable growth and 

development. As a leadership tool, coaching is truly under-rated as it enables 

managers to develop people to their full potential. 

Only 21% of organisations said 

their leadership practices are 

very effective

Current business challenges 

require a change in leadership 

style but….

.. many leaders are ill equipped to 

find a different way to lead.

• Coaching as a leadership tool available and alive in your organisation

• A leadership culture that develops others to higher performance

• Increased ability of managers to assist others in analysing situations and finding solutions

• Managers who are sensitive to the psychological dynamics of people and challenges

• Motivated managers who have tools to tackle the hard ‘softer’ issues

• Creating ‘multipliers’ for development by giving specialists coaching skill
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CAPE TOWN

Date: 24 & 25 April 2019

Venue: Cape Town area: To be confirmed 

Investment R 4 750 pp excl. VAT, including lunch / refreshments
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Module 1

Intro to coaching 

fundamentals.

Understanding how it 

fits into leadership.

Practicing Coaching 

and receiving feedback.

Building a plan.

In Work Practice

Taking coaching into 

the workplace.

Practicing and 

reflecting on 

implementation.

Module 2

Deepening skills.

Dealing with challenges.

Understanding the power 

of acknowledgement.

Preparing for return to 

business.

In work Practice

Taking coaching back 

to the team.

Implementing it with the 

team.

DEVELOPING COACHING SKILLS in your Leadership Team

• The philosophy and ethos of coaching: Why coaching is crucial in today’s working world

• Leadership styles and modes: where does coaching fit in?

• A closer look at leadership interaction, communication and tools

• Coaching model: the GROW coaching framework

• A different ‘spin’ on motivating employees

• Coaching tools: Listening, questions, tackling challenges with visuals

• Empowering others through acknowledgement and coaching

• Extensive coaching practice on real issues, tackling leadership challenges
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